
Balance LED/UV PolyPaste System - a light cured 

gel-hybrid system. PolyPaste can be used for sculpting an 

extension or adding a layer of protection, the PolyPaste is 

the newest way to build an enhancement. Great for techs 

looking to expand into gel, but shy away from traditional 

hard gels.

Made in the USA by NSI. W. Conshohocken, PA 19428 USA
Tel: 800.354.6741 • 610.825.1524 • Fax: 610.825.2738

BIORIUS, RUE DE LA CROYERE 10A, BE-7170 MANAGE

NATURAL NAIL PREP
1. Spray yours and your client’s hands with Purify and gently massage. Push 

back cuticle and gently remove the shine with a Endurance 180/240 Grit 
Buffer. Using a Nail Wipe saturated with Nailpure Plus, press and rub into 
natural nail.

2. If extensions are desired, adhere tip or fit a nail form at this time.
3. Apply Essential Bond to the natural nail. Remove the brush from the bottle 

and wipe along the edge of the bottle, then brush onto two natural nails. 
Re-dip the brush and repeat the process until the nails are coated. Allow to 
dry for one minute. They will not appear chalky white.

4. Before you begin sculpting your enhancement, apply an even layer of 
Essential Base Coat, this thin layer will ensure that proper bonding and 
adhesion will occur for the subsequent layers. Cure in Dual Cure lamp, LED 
for 30 seconds or UV for 2 minutes.

NATURAL NAIL OVERLAY OR TIP & OVERLAY 
1. Squeeze out and slice a small amount of the Natural PolyPaste and roll onto 

the natural nail near the cuticle area. (You can always add more product 
if needed.)

2. Dip the brush end of your PolyPaste Tool into Cleanse and dab off the 
excess liquid. Be sure to not wipe away too much of the Cleanse from the 
brush. Cleanse helps to move PolyPaste, and will keep it from sticking to 
the brush.

3. Allowing room for your margin at the cuticle, lightly pat and push PolyPaste 
into shape with the moist brush. Pull the PolyPaste forward towards the free 
edge. Be sure to cover the body of the nail with an even coverage. Keep the 
brush moist with Cleanse for ease of application, but do not over saturate 
the brush. Cure in Dual Cure Lamp, LED for 60 Seconds or 2 min in UV.

4. Do not remove the tacky dispersion layer. If another layer of PolyPaste is 
required, than repeat step 3. Check the nail from all angles to ensure proper 
apex placement. If necessary, add a small amount of a PolyPaste to the 
upper arch. This will ensure a strong nail and reinforce the structure of the 
enhancement. Cure in Dual Cure Lamp, LED for 60 Seconds or 2 min in 
UV. Wipe off the tacky dispersion layer using a Nail Wipe saturated with 
Cleanse.

5. Refine file using your Endurance 180/180 Grit file. Check for proper design 
and apex placement. File the nail so it is smooth, balanced and attractive 
following the curvature of the nail. Remove excess dust with your Plush 
Brush. Use a Nail Wipe saturated with Cleanse to remove any dust that may 
be hiding in the side walls.

6. Apply Essential Seal and cure in the Dual Cure Lamp for 30 sec or UV for 
2 min. Wipe off the tacky dispersion layer using a Nail Wipe saturated with 
Cleanse. Condition the cuticle and surrounding skin with Nurture Oil.

FRENCH SCULPTING ON A FORM
1. After nail prep is done, apply your form to the natural nail. Squeeze out and 

slice a small amount of the Natural PolyPaste and roll onto the natural nail. 
(You can always add more product if needed.) Pull the PolyPaste forward 
towards the free edge. Be sure to cover the body of the nail with an even 
coverage and create a thin platform onto the Platinum Nail Form.

2. Lightly pat and push PolyPaste into shape with the moist brush. Pull the 
PolyPaste forward towards the free edge. Be sure to cover the body of the 
nail with an even coverage. Keep the brush moist with Cleanse for ease of 
application, but do not over saturate the brush. Cure in Dual Cure Lamp, 
LED for 60 Seconds or 2 min in UV.

3. Squeeze out and slice a small amount of the Soft Pink PolyPaste and roll 
onto the natural nail and the platform that you have created. Lightly pat and 
push PolyPaste into shape with the moist brush. Ensure that the body and 
smile line edges are neat and smooth for the white application to be applied 
up against. (You can always add more product if its needed.) Cure in Dual 
Cure Lamp, LED for 60 Seconds or 2 min in UV.

4. Squeeze out and slice a small amount of the Soft White PolyPaste and roll 
onto the edge of the free edge. Lightly pat and push PolyPaste into shape 
with the moist brush. Push up against the ledge you made with your pink 
PolyPaste. Cure in Dual Cure Lamp, LED for 60 Seconds or 2 min in UV.

5. Refine file using your Endurance 180/180 Grit File. Check for proper design 
and apex placement. File the nail so it is smooth, balanced and attractive 
following the curvature of the nail. Remove excess dust with your Plush 
Brush. Use a Nail Wipe saturated with Cleanse to remove any dust that may 
be hiding in the side walls.

6. Apply Essential Seal and cure in the Dual Cure Lamp for 30 sec or UV for 
2 min. Wipe off the tacky dispersion layer using a Nail Wipe saturated with 
Cleanse. Condition the cuticle and surrounding skin with Nurture Oil.

INFILLS
After Nail Prep

1. Squeeze out and slice a small amount of the PolyPaste (colour of your 
choice)and roll onto the natural nail near the cuticle area. (You can always 
add more product if needed.)

2. Dip the brush end of your PolyPaste Tool into Cleanse and dab off the 
excess liquid. Be sure to not wipe away too much of the Cleanse from the 
brush. Cleanse helps to move PolyPaste, and will keep it from sticking to 
the brush.

3. Allowing room for your margin at the cuticle, lightly pat and push PolyPaste 
into shape with the moist brush. Pull the PolyPaste forward to blend into 
the original product. Continue to blend the new product into the original, 
and apply more product at the apex if required. Keep the brush moist with 
Cleanse for ease of application, but do not over saturate the brush. Cure in 
Dual Cure Lamp, LED for 60 Seconds or 2 min in UV.

4. Refine file using your Endurance 180/180 Grit file. Check for proper design 
and apex placement. File the nail so it is smooth, balanced and attractive 
following the curvature of the nail. Remove excess dust with your Plush 
Brush. Use a Nail Wipe saturated with Cleanse to remove any dust that may 
be hiding in the side walls.

5. Apply Essential Seal and cure in the Dual Cure Lamp for 30 sec or UV for 
2 min. Wipe off the tacky dispersion layer using a Nail Wipe saturated with 
Cleanse. Condition the cuticle and surrounding skin with Nurture Oil.
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